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I 
Thisinvention relates‘ to improvements in con 

tainers or holders; and more particularly a holder 
‘f for phonograph‘ records of the circular disk’ type, 
‘having/a, sound track-‘onio'rle or both faces thereof. 

‘An'obj ect of the ‘invention is to provide a holder 
v‘comprising ' two' ‘separable sections for receiving 

' and‘enclo's'in’g ‘the ‘records when they are-to be 
“stored or‘ put‘away‘ for further use; and further 
" so‘ constructed‘ that one-of ' the sections can~ be 
set up and made to serve as a convenient support 

“for maintaining the records in exposed and ac 
jce'ssijble ‘positions; ‘so that they can be displayed, 

ffexamined, and easily removed and" transferred 
‘ to a sound reproducing apparatusv for operation. 

‘ “Another object‘of the'invention is! to provide a 
‘ ‘Vt-holder in which‘ the records can be'placed with 
fyout contact between the holder and their sur 
-' faces; and by which they can be similarly set up 
and‘exposed so that they can be? grasped by hand 

"only on their edges. Thus surface handling and 
fthe like are'eliminated and risk of impairment 
\of‘ the sound track is obviated. 

A further object is'to provide a‘ holder of this 
- type which also has-means for snugly'and tightly 
securing the phonograph disks within it, so‘ that 

_‘ shaking and jarring -’are prevented and risk of 
' 3‘ breaking obviated. 

"The nature and'advantag'es of' theimpr'ove 
ii'ment arev 'fully described in‘ the‘ ensuing speci? 
"cation; and‘ the novel ‘features are pointed out in 
the appended-claims. 'But this disclosure is-‘il 

fln'strative' only,~and in practice many changes in 
"' details may’be adopted?withoutideviating ‘from 
theprinciple of thefinv'ention orexceeding' the 

escape and" meaning of the terms in which the 
‘"claims are expressed. 

' On the accompanying drawings: 
Figure 1' is a perspective view of the-rear of a 

record'holder according to this invention. 
_»- Figure 2 is a section on line 2-4-2 of Figure 1. 
‘Figure 3 is a section on line 3—3 of Figure 2. 
Figure 4 is a section on line li—4 of Figure 3. 

~'-.Fi‘gure 5 is a rear perspective View of part of 
‘- the ‘holder when setup as a support for the ‘rec 
T'ords' to keep them in‘position for 'immediateuse.‘ 

" Figure 6 is a vertical section taken through the 
'=' middle of Figure 5; and 

Figure '7 shows a modi?cation of'the holder. 
‘ The” ‘same numerals ‘identify’ the‘same parts 

"1 throughout. 
The holder is ‘shown as comprising two/main 

"parts or sections, ani'upper !' and a‘lower 2. A 
stud or pin 3 with a head at "one- end engages the 

*holder-‘in'i such away as to pass through-from 
‘ front -'-tc= backg'iandwhen the-records are inside 
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“this-‘stud i-alsocpenetrates the‘ ‘central;aperturestof 
P-saidi recordsby'i'whichl they (are I centered I on‘hthe 
“revolving platen of: the‘ sound ireproducingaappa 
*‘ratus‘when placed in p'laying'position. Byl'means 

5 ‘~‘of this pin‘ the disks-are vsecured or! bound‘ against 
‘imo'vem'ent in thel'i-hol‘der,'1and‘theisectionsl-I and 
5 2- are' retained‘ in engaging ‘relation; » 'sc '1 th'atzthe 
~~ disks *‘are- completely @en‘case'd 1‘ by theiisections I 
tand32. 

' Inside-the‘ upper lsectionitare spacers 4530c 
tween~'~‘which"_are riibs ' 5, lwhichFpr-o-jecti inward 

’ s "slightly-with ’ respect to 1' the ‘fspacers‘i 4. The‘; gen 
*-' 'eral- shape of the! ‘holder is presented :Ias Esqu'are; 
and’ the" spacers ‘l4 iv?t? the corners‘ =ati1the-1‘t0pof 

' 15! the section - l 011* both ‘sides. ' a Both 1the spacers 

and the 'ribs‘» lhave'ftheisame general curvaturef‘as 
" the “circumference of ‘the-“disks ; land the Eflower 
“section I 2 has complementaryspacers tifwithf in 
lter'vening; slightlyiprojectingribs" ‘l whichrmatch 

20‘or registerwithiithefribs?. "IThe-‘uppertsection l 
is'i-larger‘i than the 'lower, fenveloping 'more : than 

5‘half viof " each'lphcnograph: record disk-28. zlThere~ 
‘F fore-the‘ ribs 5-‘are of‘lco'nsid‘erably greater extent 

' than one halfv the circumference ‘Of'thedisks 8, 
25‘ ‘while the‘ lower‘ribs -' 'l»- areiless than half the ‘cir 

if cumfer'ence. '? The upper. ' ribs‘i 5‘? follow the curva 
viture'ofthe'edgies of the disksl8 over~ most of‘the 
extent of said edges, but diverge: a" little as .in~ 
~dic’ated at 9 adjacent'the‘ open :end ‘of the upper 

3o‘v ‘ section, which‘ ?ts I ‘~upon 1» the ‘flower section‘. 2. 
"This feature 11makes éthewispaces : between "the 
-'*1spacers1?4- atv-the'open‘ end of the‘ section I; which 
» appearsias the lower end in'Figure'. 5, of greater 
'i'width than the-diameter of.v the disks; so that'the 

35-‘! disks" can? be" I morei‘ieasily‘ inserted or received! in 
“T the upper‘ section ‘in the several'pockets between 
the ribs 5. i In the'lower section; ‘the ribs “l'iollow 
ithe’curvature of the .disks 8 over the .entire'ex 

~ "\tent’ of that"portion?‘of>the disks Which is.rcon-' 
40 tained ‘ ‘within; the hlower; section. 

The top’ of the lower section 2 is open, like 
1 the'lower end of~:the*uppervsection I; the opposite 
' ends‘ of‘the twosections-being ‘closed, as: are the 
' sides of both ‘sections. ‘- Themeeting edgesofxthe 

45: two "sections-iare”-rabbetted, las. depicted at- Hi. 
When‘theholder is closed,ythe 'edge‘of the top 

~13 section I‘ telescopes into the engaging ‘edge of the 
<lower'isection 2:-.-.and">makes a‘ snug ?t .witlnthe 

'1 latter. ' 

“These’ctions-lvand 2i‘may be ofcardboard or 
"other l?broussmaterial; or. plastic or other suit 
T'Iable'substance. The‘ ribs 5 and‘! .can be of almost 
any non-‘metallic’ material, ‘and? clamped ?rmly 

->betweenthe spacers 4 and 6' respectively. 7 
55 :The surfaces withl-the soundtracks of :thedisks 



‘the member I l. _ 
irounded, so that by means of any suitable imple 
.ment inserted into small spaces at the corners of 
vthe U-shaped hinge, this ?ap can be released 

3 
8 in the holder never come into contact with one 
another, or with any part on the inside of the 
holder. They engage the ribs only along their 
edges, and are kept apart by the ribs 5 and ‘I. 
When the records are not needed, the holder 

is closed, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. To get the 
records ready for use, the top section is removed, 
‘exposing the greater part of these records, but 
leaving them enveloped over their lower portions, 
as appears in Figures 5 and 6. In this position, 
the section 2 is set up as a stand or support; in 
a manner now to be explained; so that the 
records can be lifted out and disposed in a ma 
chine to reproduce a'udibly the material etched 
thereon. 
To enable the section 2 to serve the purpose 

of a stand or support, it is equipped with a prop 
or leg I l at the back. This prop is hinged to the 
upper edge at the rear by a suitable element I 2, 
which is preferably a piece of strong cloth or 
other fabric, attached to the section and the prop 
or leg 12 by adhesive or other suitable means. 
This leg or prop is of the same material as the 
sections l and 2. It is rounded at its outer end, 
and when the holder is closed, this member or leg 
H ?ts into a suitable opening in the rear of the 
upper section 1, and is ?ush with the outer sur 
face thereof. It has the same thickness as the 
walls of the holder along its longitudinal edges 
and free end; but from a point near the free end 
to the edge engaged by the hinge l2, the thick 
ness is reduced to make a recess or depressed seat 
13 on the outer face of this member to receive 
a ?ap l5 hinged by a piece of stout cloth glued 
in place or by other means to the outer end of 
the member I l , and upon the outer face of same. 
The hinge i2 is U-shaped, with arms that pro 
ject upward from the edge of the section 2, and 
these arms are EL?lXEd to the thicker sides of the 
member ll. When the sections I and 2 are con 
nected, the catch l5 lies in the recess l3, ?tting 
snugly in this recess between the sides [4 thereof, 
:and is flush with the outer faces of the sides of 

The free end of this flap is 

:and swung outward. . 
Hence, when the lower section is set up as a 

stand, with the upper section removed, the ?ap . 
is freed and the member .H pulled down into 
the position shown in Figure 6. The ?ap is dis 
posed under the section 2, with a projection l8 
which it carries under the lower rear edge of sec 
tion 2. This projection abuts against the inner 
end of a recess 20 in the bottom of the section 
2. Thus the section 2 is prevented from slipping. 
The disks 8 are held snugly at their lower por 
tions in the pockets of the section 2 between the 
ribs 1; but can be lifted out quite readily. 
When the holder is closed it can be locked shut 

by the stud 3 and the member II. The stud is 
mounted in the member H, and is exposed 
through an aperture I? in the flap l5 when the 
latter is laid in the recess [3. When the upper 
section is ?tted upon the lower, the flap [-5 is 
laid against the outer face of the member H, its 
projection l8 being ?rst liberated from the recess 
20; and then the member 1 I is swung up into the 
recess I3 provided in the rear face of the section 
I. It ?ts this opening snugly and the projection 
I8 now enters a slot or recess [9 in the member 
H. Finally the stud or pin 3 passes through the 
central aperture in the disks 8 and engages an 
aperture in the front of the section I. This re 
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cess and the end of the stud may be threaded, 
to enable the stud to be virtually locked, or it 
merely may have a su?iciently tight fit. The 
disks are now held securely and cannot be moved 
or shaken in the holder; and they can be ex 
tracted by merely withdrawing the stud 3 which 
is exposed at opening l‘! in the flap l5, and 
separating the top section from the lower sec 
tion. The stud 3 and member H, with the flap 
15, thus keep the holder closed and serve the 
additional function of propping the section 2 in 
required position when the records 8 have to be 
taken out of the holder. 
In another form of my holder, the spacers 4 

and 6 with their ribs 5 and ‘I may be each made 
in one piece, as indicated in Figure '7. The 
spacers will then have the shapes shown at 4' 
and 5' in Figure 7 and the ribs will be integral 
therewith. 
The holder can be made large enough for a 

good many records and the surfaces with the 
sound tracks thereon are protected as stated 
above. In the holder only the parts on or near 
the circumference of the records are ever in con 
tact with anything and this is also true when 
the part 2 is used as a support to display the 
records. To remove them from the holder 2 
when the latter is set up as in Figure 6 the 
records have to be grasped at the circumference 
only. 
Thus my improved record holder is admirably 

adapted to serve both as a container for records 
to receive and enclose them or as a stand or 
support to be put up in a store for display or 
upon a table or the like close to a sound repro 
ducing machine, and transferred to the machine 
to be played at will. The construction of the 
holder is strong, but the general design is simple, 
and the lower section is well propped when need 
ed as a support; and the disks are tightly en 
closed when the holder is shut to protect them 
against jars and jolts that would otherwise en 
tail breakage and other injuries. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim is: 
l. A holder comprising two detachable parts 

having inside ribs de?ning pockets, the ribsof 
one part being in alinement each to each with 
those of the other to receive disks to be insert 
ed in said pockets, said parts being shaped to ?t 
together along a line intersecting said disks, a 
member carried by one of said parts and secur 
lng means carried by said member to engage 
said disks and the other part of said holder. 

2. A holder having ribs aflixed to its interior, 
the ribs de?ning pockets between them to re 
ceive the edges of disks bearing sound tracks, 
said holder comprising parts, one of which has 
a hinged member, and securing means carried 
by the member to engage said disks and the other 
part of the holder to hold the disks motionless 
therein. 

3. A holder comprising two detachable parts 
having inside ribs defining pockets, the ribs of 
one part being in alinement each to each with 
those of the other to receive disks to be insert 
ed in said pockets, said parts being shaped to 
engage along a line transverse to said disks and 
a member hinged to one part and having pro 
jecting means to engage said disks to keep them 
motionless in said holder, said means also en 
gaging the other part of the holder to connect 
said parts together. 

4. A holder for phonograph records of disk 
form comprising an upper and a lower section 
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containing pockets for the records, each of said 
sections containing parts of each pocket, said 
sections being separable from one another so 
that the upper section can be detached, leav 
ing the records exposed in the lower section, a 
movable member attached to the lower section 
for propping the lower section in inclined po 
sition and securing means carried by said mem 
ber to engage said disks and the upper section 
to hold said sections and said disks. 

5. A holder for phonograph records of disk 
form comprising an upper and a lower section 
containing pockets for the records, each of said 
sections containing parts of each pocket, said 
sections being separable from one another so 
that the upper section can be detached, leaving 
the records exposed in the lower section, a mov 
able member attached to the lower section for 
propping the lower section in inclined position, 
said member having a hinged ?ap with a pro- - 
jection to engage the bottom of the lower sec 
tion to retain said member in proper position. 

6. A holder for phonograph records of disk 
form comprising an upper and a lower section 
containing pockets for the records, said sections 
being separable from one another so that the 
upper section can be detached, leaving the rec 
ords exposed in the lower section, and means for 
propping the lower section in inclined posit‘on 
comprising a member having a flap to engage 
the bottom of the lower section to retain said 
member in operative position, said member be 
ing hinged to the upper rear part of the lower 
section, the flap being hinged to said member, 
the latter having a recess between its edges to 
receive and seat the flap, and the adjacent part 
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of the upper section having a recess into which 
said member ?ts and becomes ?ush with the 
outer face of said holder. 

7. A holder for phonograph records of disk 
form comprising an upper and a lower section 
containing pockets for the records, said sections 
being separable from one another so that the 
upper section can be detached, leaving the rec 
ords exposed in the lower section, and means 
for propping the lower section in inclined po 
sition comprising a member having a flap with 
a projection to engage the bottom of the lower 
section to retain said means in operative posi 

, tion, said member being hinged to the upper rear 
part of the lower section, the flap being hinged 
to said member, the former having a recess be 
tween its edges to receive and seat the ?ap and 
the adjacent part of the upper section having a 
recess into which said member ?ts and becomes 
flush with the outer face of said holder, said 
member carrying a pin to penetrate the disks, 
and the opposite face of the holder having an 
aperture to receive the pin. 

SEYMOUR ROBINS. 
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